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A Online Appendix

A.1 Extensions and Proofs for Section 3

A.1.1 Proofs for Figure 3

I first discuss proofs for Figure 3. I first show why the shape of the indi↵erences
curves (⇡1 = ⇡2, ⇡1 = 0, and ⇡2 = 0) do not depend on G(µ1, µ2). Then I
show why the indi↵erence curves have the slope they do and why a shift in C1

down leads to shifts as shown in the graph.
Proposition: The shape of indi↵erence lines do not depend onG(µ1, µ2).

Proof. A firm begins knowing µ1 and µ2 as well as F (R1, R2|µ1, µ2). Note that
profits ⇡1 and ⇡2 in equations 1 and 2 are a function of µ1, µ2, and F but not
of the distribution G. Therefore the set of points µ1 and µ2 where the firm is
indi↵erent between either drilling 1 first, drilling 2 first, and/or not drilling at
all will not depend on G.

Proposition: The slope of @µ2/@µ1 for the indi↵erence curve ⇡1 = 0
has a slope less than �1.

Proof. Because E(R2|µ1, µ2) = E(R2|µ2) = µ2, the value of µ1 has no e↵ect
on the value of E(R2|µ1, µ2). Therefore, holding µ2 fixed, ⇡1 only depends on
µ1 via the profits of drilling plot 1, and not through the option value of drilling
plot 2 second. Therefore

(A1)
@⇡1

@µ1
= 1

Because the probability that plot 2 is drilled is less than 1 but greater than
zero:

(A2)
@⇡1

@µ2
2 (0, 1)
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Therefore doing total di↵erentiation of the function ⇡1(µ1, µ2(µ1), C1, C2) = 0
and rearranging yields:

(A3)
@µ2

@µ1

����
⇡1=0

=
�@⇡1/@µ1

@⇡1/@µ2
< �1

Proposition: The slope of @µ2/@µ1 for the indi↵erence curve ⇡2 = 0
has a slope between �1 and 0:

Proof.

(A4)
@⇡2

@µ2
= 1

(A5)
@⇡2

@µ1
2 (0, 1)

Therefore doing total di↵erentiation of the function ⇡2(µ1, µ2(µ1), C1, C2) = 0
and rearranging yields:

(A6)
@µ2

@µ1

����
⇡2=0

=
�@⇡2/@µ1

@⇡2/@µ2
2 (�1, 0)

Proposition: The indi↵erence curve ⇡1 = ⇡2 slopes upward. When
C1 = C2, it is the 45 degree line.

Proof. Using equations A1, A2, A4, and A5, we can do total di↵erentiation
of the equation ⇡1(µ1, µ2(µ1), C1, C2) = ⇡2(µ1, µ2(µ1), C1, C2). Rearranging
yields:

(A7)
@µ2

@µ1

����
⇡1=⇡2

=
[@⇡1/@µ1 � @⇡2/@µ1]

[@⇡2/@µ2 � @⇡1/@µ2]
> 0

In the case where C1 = C2, then the functions are symmetric such that equality
is achieved only when µ1 = µ2.

Proposition: A reduction in C1 moves the ⇡1 = 0 indi↵erence curve
and the ⇡2 = 0 indi↵erence curve closer to the origin. Holding µ1 fixed and
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given a decrease in C1, the µ2 that sets ⇡1 = 0 will increase more than the µ2

that sets ⇡2 = 0.

Proof. Because drilling plot 1 first means that the firm always pays C1 and
drilling plot 2 first means that the firm always pays C2

(A8)
@⇡1

@C1
= �1

(A9)
@⇡2

@C2
= �1

Because drilling plot 1 first means that there is only some probability that
plot 2 is drilled, and because drilling plot 2 first means that there is only some
probability that plot 1 is drilled,

(A10)
@⇡1

@C2
2 (�1, 0)

(A11)
@⇡2

@C1
2 (�1, 0)

Now we examine the shift in the ⇡1 = 0 line as C1 changes. First the
change in µ1, holding µ2 fixed. Taking total derivatives of ⇡1(µ1(C1), µ2, C1, C2) =
0 and rearranging:

(A12)
@µ1

@C1

����
⇡1=0,µ2

=
�@⇡1/@C1

@⇡1/@µ1
= �1

Second, the change in µ2, holding µ1 fixed. Taking total derivatives of ⇡1(µ1, µ2(C1), C1) =
0 and rearranging:

(A13)
@µ2

@C1

����
⇡1=0,µ1

=
�@⇡1/@C1

@⇡1/@µ2
< �1

Now in contrast, we examine the shift in the ⇡2 = 0 line as C1 changes.
First the change in µ1, holding µ2 fixed. Taking total derivatives of ⇡2(µ1(C1), µ2, C1, C2) =
0 and rearranging:

(A14)
@µ1

@C1

����
⇡2=0,µ2

=
�@⇡2/@C1

@⇡2/@µ1
= �1
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Second, the change in µ2, holding µ1 fixed. Taking total derivatives of ⇡2(µ1, µ2(C1), C1) =
0 and rearranging:

(A15)
@µ2

@C1

����
⇡2=0,µ1

=
�@⇡2/@C1

@⇡2/@µ2
2 (�1, 0)

Proposition: A reduction in C1 shifts the ⇡1 = ⇡2 line to the left.

Proof. First, holding µ2 fixed and take total derivatives for ⇡1(µ1(C1), µ2, C1, C2) =
⇡2(µ1(C1), µ2, C1, C2) and rearranging:

(A16)
@µ1

@C1

����
⇡1=⇡2,µ2

=
� [@⇡1/@C1 � @⇡2/@C1]

[@⇡1/@µ1 � @⇡2/@µ1]
> 0

Second, holding µ1 fixed and take total derivatives for ⇡1(µ1, µ2(C1), C1, C2) =
⇡2(µ1, µ2(C1), C1, C2) and rearranging:

(A17)
@µ2

@C1

����
⇡1=⇡2,µ1

=
[@⇡1/@C1 � @⇡2/@C1]

[@⇡2/@µ2 � @⇡1/@µ2]
< 0

A.1.2 Proofs for ever-drill, production, and production conditional
on drilling

For proofs about whether a plot is ever drilled, how much each plot produces
(section-level production), and production conditional on drilling (well-level
production), I again show that spillover e↵ects are theoretically ambiguous.

I make the restriction that µ1 = µ2 and r1 = r2. I make this assumption
because it significantly simplifies the math. Under this assumption, I show that
the spillover e↵ects are not ambiguous when examining whether a site is the
site of the initial exploratory well: Proximity to a low-cost plot will decrease
the probability that exploratory drilling is done on a high cost plot. However
under this assumption, it is still the case that the spillover e↵ects for the other
three outcomes—whether a plot is ever drilled, how much a plot produces,
and how much a plot produces conditional on drilling—are still theoretically
ambiguous.

With a single variable µ and a single variable R, we can write µ ⇠ G

and F (R|µ). I assume that F exhibits first order stochastic dominance with
respect to µ: @F (r|µ)/@µ  0 8µ, r. In other words, for any given threshold,
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an increase in the signal µ implies a decrease in the probability that that true
reserves are beneath the threshold.

Re-writing equations 1 and 2 for this simple case, we have:

(A18) ⇡1(µ,C1, C2) = µ� C1 + �ER|µ[max{R� C2, 0}],

(A19) ⇡2(µ,C1, C2) = µ� C2 + �ER|µ[max{R� C1, 0}],

Proposition: If C1 < C2 then ⇡1(µ,C1, C2) > ⇡2(µ,C1, C2):

Proof. We can write ⇡1 using indicator functions rather than using the maxi-
mum function:

⇡1 = µ+

Z
[�C1 + 1(R� C2 � 0)�(R� C2)]@F (R|µ)

= µ+

Z
[�C2 + (C2 � C1)

+ [1(R� C1 � 0)� 1(C1  R < C2)]�(R� C1 + C1 � C2)]@F (R|µ)

= ⇡2 +

Z
[(C2 � C1) + 1(R � C1)�(C1 � C2)

� 1(C1  R < C2)�(R� C2)]@F (R|µ)

= ⇡2 +

Z
[(C2 � C1)[1(R < C1) + (1� �)1(R � C1)]

+ 1(C1  R < C2)�(C2 �R)]@F (R|µ)

where the term under the integral is positive.

Proposition: With this model, for any cost profile, there will be a
unique threshold values of µ that determine whether there is drilling:

Proof. To show this, it is only necessary to show that ⇡i is strictly increasing
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in µ. Without loss of generality, consider ⇡1:

⇡1 = µ� C1 + �

Z 1

C2

(R� C2)f(R|µ)@R(A20)

= µ� C1 + �

Z 1

C2

Z
R

C2

f(R|µ)@x@R(A21)

= µ� C1 + �

Z 1

C2

Z 1

x

f(R|µ)@R@x(A22)

= µ� C1 + �

Z 1

C2

[1� F (x|µ)]@x(A23)

= µ� C1 + �

Z 1

C2

[1� F (R|µ)]@R(A24)

Now taking derivatives of ⇡1 with respect to µ:

@⇡1

@µ
= 1�

Z 1

C2

@F (R|µ)
@µ

@R

Because we assumed that F (R|µ) is decreasing in µ, @⇡1/@µ is unambiguously
positive. Therefore ⇡1 is strictly increasing in µ and there is a unique threshold
value µ

⇤
1 that will set ⇡1 equal to zero.

Proposition: ⇡i is decreasing in C1 and C2 so that therefore µ
⇤
i
is

increasing in both C1 and C2.

Proof. Without loss of generality, consider ⇡1. Taking derivatives with respect
to either C1 or C2 in the equation ⇡i(µ⇤(C1, C2), C1, C2) = 0, we have:

@µ
⇤
1

@Ci

=
�@⇡1/@Ci

@⇡1/@µ

@⇡1/@Ci < 0 for both i = 1 and 2. @⇡1/@µ > 0. Therefore µ
⇤ is

increasing in both C1 and C2.

Therefore the threshold value µ
⇤ for the CS, CF case will be less than

the threshold value for the CF , CF , case.

Probability of ever drilling: Now I examine predicted probability of ever
drilling.
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If both plots are federal land, the threshold is µ⇤(CF , CF ). In that case,
the firm will drill if µ � µ

⇤(CF , CF ). As it is indi↵erent between the two plots,
it will randomize the probability that it drills each one with probability .5.

If plot 1 is in state ownership and plot 2 is in federal ownership, then
the threshold value is µ

⇤(CS, CF ). In such a case, the firm will first drill on
state land and then decide whether to drill a follow-up well on federal land.

If plot 1 is in state ownership and plot 2 is in federal ownership, then
plot 2 can only be drilled second, so that the probability that plot 2 is ever
drilled is:

(A25) p2(CS, CF ) =

Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )

(1� F (CF |µ)@G(µ)

If both plots are in federal ownership, the probability that plot 2 is ever
drilled is:
(A26)

p2(CF , CF ) = 0.5[1�G(µ⇤(CF , CF ))] + 0.5

Z 1

µ⇤(CF ,CF )

(1� F (CF |µ)@G(µ)

The first term is the probability that plot 2 is the initial exploratory
well; the second term is the probability that plot 2 is drilled in period 2.

Proposition: The spillover e↵ect is ambiguous.

Proof. The di↵erence in probabilities between equation A25 and equation A26
is:

p2(CS, CF )� p2(CF , CF ) =
Z

µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF )

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )

(1� F (CF |µ))@G(µ) �
Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF )

1

2
F (CF |µ)@G(µ)

(A27)

The first term is clearly positive. It represents the total expected cost
e↵ect. Proximity to state land means that the threshold µ

⇤ is lower, which
means for values of µ between µ

⇤(CS, CF ) and µ
⇤(CF , CF ), there is now a

probability that plot 2 is drilled because plot 1 will be the site of the initial
exploratory well and plot 2 may have a follow-up well.

The second term is clearly negative. This is the substitution e↵ect.
For values of µ above µ

⇤(CF , CF ), the plot 2 is less likely to be drilled if the
neighbor is state land because it will not be the site of the exploratory well.

Production (unconditional on drilling): Now I examine production, un-
conditional on drilling. Proposition: Average production of state plots will
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be highest. It is ambiguous whether federal plots close to state land or far
from state land will have higher production.

Proof. For state land, expected production is:

(A28)

Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )

µ@G(µ)

For federal land close to state land, expected production is:

(A29)

Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )

Z 1

CF

R@F (R|µ)@G(µ)

It is clear that A29 is less than A28 because the inner integral in A29
is less than µ.

Expected production for federal land far from state land is an average
of the above two equations but using the higher signal µ⇤

1(CF , CF ):

(A30) 0.5 ·
Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF )

µ@G(µ) + 0.5 ·
Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF )

Z 1

CF

R@F (R|µ)@G(µ)

A30 is smaller than A28 because the federal land far from state land
has a higher µ⇤

1 and also for the same reason that A29 is less than A28.
It is ambiguous whether expected production for federal land close to

or far from state land will be higher. The di↵erence between A29 and A30 is:
(A31)Z

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )

Z 1

CF

R@F (R|µ)@G(µ)+0.5

Z 1

µ
⇤
1(CS ,CF )


�µ+

Z 1

CF

R@F (R|µ)
�
@G(µ)

The second term is negative because
R1
CF

R@F (R|µ) < µ. As the distribution
G is unknown, we cannot determine whether A31 is positive or negative. The
intuition is similar to that of equation A27 which examines whether federal
land close or far from state land will have more drilling. The substitution
e↵ect means that federal land close to state land will have a lower µ

⇤ and
so greater likelihood of drilling low productivity wells. But the substitution
e↵ect decreases the drilling and therefore the production on federal land close
to state land.
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Helpful lemma: Before examining production conditional on drilling (e.g.,
well-level production), I first prove a helpful lemma.

Lemma: If 0  a(µ)  min{b(µ), c(µ)}  max{b(µ), c(µ)} < 1, a(µ) <
b(µ)c(µ), b0(µ) � 0, and c

0(µ)  0, then:

(A32)

R
y

x
a(µ)@G(µ)R

y

x
b(µ)@G(µ)

<

R
y

x
c(µ)@G(µ)R
y

x
@G(µ)

Proof. Because a(µ) < b(µ)c(µ), we have:

Z
y

x

a(µ)@G(µ) <

Z
y

x

b(µ)c(µ)@G(µ)(A33)


Z

y

x

b(µ)@G(µ)

� Z
y

x

c(µ)@G(µ)

�
(A34)


⇥R

y

x
b(µ)@G(µ)

⇤ ⇥R
y

x
c(µ)@G(µ)

⇤
R

y

x
@G(µ)

(A35)

The first inequality follows by definition. The second inequality follows
because b(µ) is increasing in µ while c(µ) is decreasing. As the two are nega-
tively correlated, the expectation of the product is less than the product of the
expectations (see Tao and Vu (2006), page 20 for a formal proof). Finally, the
last line follows follows because G(µ) is a cdf—increasing in µ and bounded
above by one and below by zero.

Note: This proof also holds if b0(µ)  0, and c
0(µ) � 0

Production conditional on drilling: Given this lemma, average well pro-
duction (production conditional on drilling) will be lowest on state land. It
is ambiguous whether wells on federal land close to state land or federal wells
far from state land will have higher production.

Proof. When examining the distribution of production conditional on drilling,
it is helpful to look specifically at the distribution of production conditional
on a well being the first to be drilled versus the second to be drilled. And I
use costs CL and CH , where one plot has cost CL and the other has cost CH ,
where the plot with cost CL is drilled first and CL  CH . This accommodates
both the {CS, CF} and the {CF , CF} cases. I will simply use µ⇤ to refer to the
threshold. And rather than solving for expected production, I instead focus
on the cdf.
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First, consider the cdf of production for the first well drilled:

p(R  x|first drilled) =(A36)

p(R  x, first drilled)

p(first drilled)
=(A37)

R1
µ⇤

F (x|µ)@G(µ)

1�G(µ⇤)
(A38)

Now consider the cdf of production for the second well drilled:

p(R  x|second drilled) =

p(R  x, second drilled)

p(second drilled)
=

R1
µ⇤ 1(x � CH)[F (x|µ)� F (CH |µ)]@G(µ)

R1
µ⇤ (1� F (CH |µ)]@G(µ)

From here we can use the lemma from above. Defining:

a(µ) = 1(x � CF )[F (x|µ)� F (CF |µ)]
b(µ) = 1� F (CF |µ)
c(µ) = F (x|µ)

and setting the lower bound of integration as x = µ
⇤ and the upper bound of

integration as y = 1. It is easy to see that the conditions of the Lemma in
A.1.2 hold. Therefore

p(R  X|first drilled) > p(R  X|second drilled)(A39)

This implies that the expected production for state wells will be lower
than expected production for federal wells that are close to state land. It also
implies that for the case of federal land far from state land, federal wells that
are drilled first will have lower expected production than federal wells that are
drilled second.

Also, we can compare what happens with expected production for the
initial well conditional on drilling as we increase µ⇤, e.g., as we move from the
{CS, CF} to the {CF , CF} case. Taking the derivative of the log of the term
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in equation A38 with respect to µ
⇤ gives:

(A40)
@ log p(R  x|drilled first)

@µ⇤ =
g(µ⇤)

R1
µ⇤ [F (x|µ)� F (x|µ⇤)]@G(µ)

hR1
µ⇤ F (x|µ)@G(µ)

i hR1
µ⇤ @G(µ)

i < 0

The inequality follows because F (x|µ) < F (x|µ⇤) for all µ > µ
⇤.

This implies that the expected productivity of a well on state land,
which is always exploratory, is lower than expected productivity of exploratory
wells on federal land that is far from state land. Furthermore, as the expected
productivity of an exploratory well on federal land far from state land is less
than the expected productivity of a secondary well on federal land that is far
from state land, this means that expected productivity of a well on state land
is less than the expected productivity of a secondary well that is drilled on
federal land far from state land.

Finally, the cdf of productivity of a federal well on federal land that is
far from state land is going to be a convex combination of the cdf of produc-
tivity if the well is the initial exploratory well and if the well is the second
well:

p(R  x|drilled) = p(R  x, drilled)

p(drilled)
=(A41)

p(R  x, is first plot drilled) + p(R  x, is second plot drilled)

p(is first plot drilled) + p(is second plot drilled)
=(A42)

0.5

 R1
µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF ) F (x|µ)@G(µ)

�
+ 0.5

 R1
µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF ) 1(x � CF )[F (x|µ)� F (CF |µ)]@G(µ)

�

0.5


(1�G(µ⇤

1(CF , CF ))

�
+ 0.5

 R1
µ
⇤
1(CF ,CF )(1� F (CF |µ))@G(µ)

�

(A43)

Therefore expected productivity of a state well is less than the expected
productivity of a federal well that is far from state land.

However it is ambiguous whether a well on federal land that is close
to state land or a well on federal land that is far from state land has higher
expected production. Taking the ratio of the cdf for secondary wells on federal
land close to state land in equation A39 with the cdf of federal wells far from
state land in equation A43, for the case where x > CF gives:
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p(R  X|fed, {CS, CF})
p(R  X|fed, {CF , CF})

=(A44)

R1
µ̄⇤ [1� 1

2F (CF |µ)]@G(µ)
R1

¯
µ⇤ [1� F (CF |µ)]@G(µ)

·

R1

¯
µ⇤ [F (x|µ)� F (CF |µ)]@G(µ)

R1
µ̄⇤ [2F (x|µ)� F (CF |µ)]@G(µ)

(A45)

where µ̄
⇤ = µ

⇤
1(CF , CF ) and

¯
µ
⇤ = µ

⇤
1(CS, CF ).

It is easy to see why it is ambiguous whether this term is less than or
greater than 1. The first term in A45 is ambiguous because 1 � 1

2F (CF |µ) >
1 � F (CF |µ) but µ̄⇤

>

¯
µ
⇤. Similarly, 2F (x|µ) > F (x|µ) but

¯
µ
⇤
< µ̄

⇤. As we
don’t know the distribution of G, we cannot determine which dominates.

A.2 Primary Terms and Delays: Theory

Here I discuss the role of heterogeneous primary terms and delays. I show that
if state land has shorter primary terms than federal land, proximity of state
land to federal land will tend to decrease drilling on federal land. I next show
that if federal land is more likely to have delays, proximity to state land will
tend to reduce drilling on federal land. Finally, I examine a model with both
primary terms and delays to show that they can result in an e↵ect similar to
the total expected cost e↵ect.

A.2.1 Primary Terms

Because federal leases have primary terms of 10 years whereas state leases
have primary terms of 5 years, it is more likely that a state lease will expire
before a federal lease, and less likely that a federal lease will expire before a
state lease. Therefore in this model of primary terms, there will be a longer
period of time for a firm to drill on federal land and a shorter period of time
for a firm to drill on state land.

To model the spillover e↵ects of shorter state primary terms, I assume
that state and federal land have identical fixed costs. This assumption is
important for demonstrating the e↵ect of primary terms while holding all else
constant. To model primary terms as simply as possible, I assume that state
leases can only be drilled in period 1, whereas federal leases can be drilled in
either period 1 or period 2.30

30The reason for this modeling choice is that because firms discount the future, and
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Figure A1 shows drilling choices in the federal-federal and state-federal
regime. The lines ab, bc, and bd are identical to the lines ab, bc, and bd in
Figure 3, and represent indi↵erence curves for the federal-federal case. In the
federal-federal case, the firm will drill first on plot 1 if signals are in B, will
drill plot 2 first if the signals are in D, E, or F, and will not drill at all if the
signals are in A.

The lines af and ec represent indi↵erence lines for the state-federal
case, where plot 1 is in state ownership and can only be drilled in the first
period. The line ec represents the indi↵erence curve ⇡1 = 0 (where ⇡1 is
defined as in Equation 1). If the signals are to the right of this line (in B or
D), the firm drills on state land first. The line af represents the indi↵erence
curve µ2� cost = 0. The firm will drill plot 2 first if the signals are above this
line (in E). The firm will not drill at all if the signals are in A or F.

The spillover e↵ects of state land are two fold, and both reduce the
likelihood of drilling on federal land. First, proximity to state land can may
lead the firm to drill first on federal land rather than drilling first on state
land, reducing the likelihood that federal land is drilled (region D). Second,
proximity to state land means that there is no learning value to the federal plot
first, as it cannot follow up with drilling the state plot in period 2. Therefore
this further decreases the likelihood that the federal plot is drilled (region F).

A.2.2 Delays

Now to model delays, suppose that if a firm wants to drill on federal land, it
cannot drill on federal land until period 2 or later. Furthermore, suppose that
there are three periods of time, such that the firm can drill on a state plot in
periods 1, 2, and 3, and that the firm can drill on federal land in periods 2 and
3. Therefore in spite of the delays on federal land, the delays do not inhibit
the firm’s ability to drill sequentially and learn. As in the previous subsection,
suppose that the fixed costs of drilling on federal and state land are identical.

Denoting ⇡
FF,D

i
as the profits for drilling plot i first given that we are

in this delay framework and given the federal-federal regime. Denote ⇡SF,D

i
as

the profits for drilling plot i first given that we are in this delay framework

because there is no uncertainty, there is no value to wait to drill other than to wait to
learn information from the outcome of drilling the other plot. Therefore assuming very
limited number of periods is necessary for short state leases to have any e↵ect on drilling
outcomes. If the model was extended to allow for future price uncertainty, as in Kellogg
(2014), the model could be extended to have longer periods of time. In such a model with
price uncertainty, shorter primary terms for state leases would lead to a similar e↵ect as in
this basic lease length model that has no price uncertainty.
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a

b

de

f

A B

DE

F

μ2

μ1

plot 1 federal, plot 2 federal
plot 1 state, plot 2 federal

Figure A1: Diagram of optimal first-period drilling location choice as a func-
tion of expected production µ1 and µ2 under two di↵erent primary term
regimes. The first regime is the case of federal-federal ownership, where both
plots have 2 periods to drill. The second is the case where plot 1 is state-owned
and the lease only lasts 1 period, while the other is the case with a federal
lease lasting two periods. In region A, the firm never drills. In region B, the
firm drills plot 1 first in both regimes. In region D, the firm drills plot 2 first
in the federal-federal regime but plot 1 first in the state-federal regime. In
region E, the firm drills plot 2 first and never drills plot 1. In region F, the
firm drills plot 2 first in the federal-federal regime but does not drill at all in
the state-federal regime.
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Figure A2: Diagram of optimal first-period drilling location choice as a func-
tion of expected production µ1 and µ2 under the case where federal land has
delays. The first regime is the case of federal-federal ownership, where the
firm cannot drill in period 1 for either plot. The second regime is the cases of
state-federal ownership, where the firm cannot drill in period 1 for plot 2, but
can drill plot 1 in any time period. In region A, the firm never drills. In region
B, the firm drills plot 1 first in both regimes. In region D, the firm drills plot
2 first in the federal-federal regime but plot 1 first in the state-federal regime.
In region E, the firm drills plot 2 first in both regimes.
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and given the state-federal regime. We can relate these profits to the profits in
the main model, as given in equations 1 and 2. For each of these, fixed costs
are identical regardless of regime (e.g., C1 = C2). Therefore I exclude the cost
arguments from the function.

⇡
FF,D

1 (µ1, µ2) = �⇡1(µ1, µ2)(A46)

⇡
FF,D

2 (µ1, µ2) = �⇡2(µ1, µ2)(A47)

⇡
SF,D

1 (µ1, µ2) = ⇡1(µ1, µ2)(A48)

⇡
SF,D

2 (µ1, µ2) = �⇡2(µ1, µ2)(A49)

(A50)

Note that in the federal-federal case, there is no di↵erence between the
main model in Section 3 the model with delays here as the three indi↵erences
curves ⇡FF,D

1 = 0, ⇡FF,D

2 = 0, and ⇡
FF,D

1 = ⇡
FF,D

2 do not change.
However, in the state-federal case, while the indi↵erences lines ⇡SF,D

1 =
0 and ⇡

SF,D

2 = 0 are the same as in the main model case, the indi↵erence line
⇡
SF,D

1 = ⇡
SF,D

2 is shifted to the left relative to the ⇡1 = ⇡2 indi↵erence curve
of the main model. This is because in cases where expected plot 1 reserves
are slightly lower than expected plot 2 reserves, the firm prefers to drill earlier
rather than getting the maximum expected profits one period in the future.

This is illustrated in Figure A2 which graphs indi↵erence curves. In
region A the firm never drills, regardless of regime. In region B the firm
always drills plot 1 first, regardless of regime. In region E the firm drills plot 2
first, regardless of regime. In region D, however, the firm drills plot 2 first if it
is in the federal-federal regime but drills plot 1 first if it is in the state-federal
regime.

Delays on federal land imply that proximity to state land has a substitution-
like e↵ect on federal land. Delays on federal land and proximity to state land
imply that state land will get drilled first, which decreases the likelihood that
federal land is ever drilled. There is no e↵ect similar to the total expected cost
e↵ect in this model, however, as adding delays does not shift the ⇡1 = 0 and
the ⇡2 = 0 lines.

A.2.3 Delays with limited primary terms

In the previous model we assumed delays but that delays did not impede
the firm from drilling sequentially and learning in whatever order it wanted.
However, here I examine a setting where limited primary terms plus delays
impede the ability of the firm to drill sequentially. In particular, I assume
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the extreme case where for state land, the limited primary term on state land
means the firm can only drill there in period 1. I also assume delays on federal
land and a 2 period primary term for federal land such that the firm can only
drill on federal land in period 2.

If the firm is in the federal-federal regime, the firm can only drill in
period 2. Therefore it cannot drill sequentially to learn, and therefore it only
drills on a plot if expected reserves exceed costs. It will drill both plots si-
multaneously in period 2 if µ1 � cost and µ2 � costs. It will drill only plot 1
in period 2 if µ1 � cost and µ2 < costs. Similarly, it will drill only plot 2 in
period 2 if µ1 < cost and µ2 � costs. And finally it will not drill at all if both
µ1 and µ2 are less than cost.

In contrast, if the firm is in the state-federal regime, the firm can drill
plot 1 first and then learn about the profitability of drilling plot 2 in period
2. This has two e↵ects on the likelihood that federal plot 2 is ever drilled. On
the one hand, in cases where plot 2 would not be drilled in the federal-federal
regime, the state-federal regime can lead to drilling on plot 1 which then leads
to follow-up drilling on plot 2. This is similar to the expected cost e↵ect. On
the other hand, in cases where plot 2 would be drilled in the federal-federal
regime, the increased profitability of sequential drilling implies that the firm
will first drill plot 1 before deciding whether to drill plot 2—and in some cases
plot 2 does not end up getting drilled. This is similar to the substitution e↵ect.
Therefore, proximity to state land has an ambiguous e↵ect on whether federal
plot 2 is ever drilled. However it unambiguously decreases the probability that
federal plot 2 is drilled first.

A.3 Common Pools: Theory

Here I discuss how to incorporate common pools into the theory model. Later
on, in Appendix subsection A.6, I discuss evidence on the extent to which
common pools may have existed in the GGRB.

Incorporating common pools into the model can be done by adding a
scalar ↵ 2 [0, 1], where ↵ represents the fraction of reserves from the nearby
plot that the first well can extract. Larger values of ↵ imply larger common
pool problems. Adding in common pools, we can modify equation 1 and write
the profits of drilling on plot 1 first as

(A51)
⇡1(µ1, µ2, C1, C2) = µ1+↵µ2�C1+�ER1|µ1,µ2 [max{(1�↵)ER2|r1,µ1,µ2(R2)�C2, 0}]

Increasing the value of ↵ reduces the profitability of follow-up drilling,
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which in turn decreases the likelihood that the second plot is drilled. In the
extreme case of ↵ = 1, the substitution e↵ect totally dominates: Proximity to
state land leads to zero drilling and production on nearby federal land.

A.4 Multiple firms: Theory

I examine a model of multiple firms. My model is based on Hendricks and
Kovenock (1989) (hereafter HK), who examine a model where two firms have
the rights to drill on two adjoining plots. If one firm drills at the beginning,
it reveals the productivity of the region to the other firm, who can then drill.
Firms face a trade-o↵ between drilling today and waiting to see if the other
firm will drill and reveal information about the profitability of drilling.

I extend HK by adding in asymmetric costs, such that I can compare
the federal-federal case with the state-federal cost. I also make some stronger
distributional assumptions on top of HK that allow me to more easily demon-
strate why spillover e↵ects are ambiguous.

There are two firms, 1 and 2, who have rights to drill on plots 1 and 2
respectively. Each firm i receives a signal of the value of underlying reserves
µi. While HK allows these to di↵er, I make the restriction that µ1 = µ2. This
allows me to ignore one complicated feature of HK’s model: Examining how
each firm updates its beliefs about the other firm’s signal based on the other
firm’s action. As with HK, I assume that the underlying reserves under each
plot are identical. I use R to denote the unknown reserves from pre-drilling
and r to denote the actual reserves which are revealed by drilling. Costs of
drilling on each plot i 2 {1, 2} are Ci, where Ci 2 {CS, CF}, and CS < CF .

I make some additional distributional assumptions: First, I only allow
for two possible signals,

¯
µ and µ̄, where

¯
µ < µ̄. The probability of each signal

µ is g(µ), where g(
¯
µ)+ g(µ̄) = 1. Second, I restrict that R is a binary variable

that either takes the value 0 or 1 and where E(R|µ) = µ. Third, I focus on
the interesting case where CS <

¯
µ < CF < µ̄. With these assumptions, I

can easily show that the spillover e↵ect of state land will be positive in the
¯
µ

case and negative in the µ̄ case. Therefore the overall e↵ect will depend on the
function g(·) which depends on geology and is unknown to the econometrician.

To solve for the Nash equilibrium, I solve the model separately for each
possible value of µ:

The case where µ =
¯
µ: In examining the case where µ =

¯
µ, first

consider the federal-federal setting, where both firm 1 and firm 2 are on federal
land. For both, drilling in the first period yields negative profits as

¯
µ� CF <

0. Therefore neither firm will drill in the first period. Because neither firm
will reveal the true productivity, neither firm will drill in the second period.
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Therefore the probability of any drilling is zero.
Next, consider the state-federal setting, where firm 1 is on state land

and firm 2 is on federal land. Firm 2 will not find it profitable to drill in the
first period but firm 1 will, because it gets profits

¯
µ� CS > 0. Firm 1 knows

that firm 2 will not drill initially, and so it has no incentive to wait to drill,
and so drills in the first period. With probability

¯
µ, r = 1, and firm 2 finds

it profitable to drill in the second period. Therefore the probability of drilling
on federal plot 2 is

¯
µ.

Therefore in the case of µ =
¯
µ, there is an e↵ect similar to the total

expected cost e↵ect: Proximity to state land increases the likelihood of drilling
on nearby federal land.

The case where µ = µ̄: Now with this high signal, both firms are
willing to drill in the first period but both know that there is some probability
that the other firm will drill in the first period, revealing underlying produc-
tivity, which gives each an incentive to wait. Denote �j to be the probability
that firm j drills in period 1. Firm i compares the profits of drilling today
(µ̄�Ci) with the profits of waiting, which are a weighted average of what hap-
pens if the other firm drills and reveals the true productivity and if it doesn’t,
in which case firm i will drill. Firm i’s profits for waiting rather than drilling
in the first period are:

(A52) � [�jµ̄(1� Ci) + (1� �j)(µ̄� Ci)]

Assuming that that CS, CF , µ̄, � are set such that there is an interior
solution where the firm is indi↵erent between drilling today and waiting and
therefore randomizes, the mixed strategy equilibrium will lead the firm i to
randomize whether it drills in the first period or waits, with probabilities �i:

(A53) �i(Cj) =
Cj(1� µ̄)

(1� �)(µ̄� Cj)

Notice that the probability that one drills in the first period is a function
of the other’s costs, but not of one’s own costs. Taking derivatives of �i with
respect to Cj:

(A54)
@�i

@Cj

=
(1� µ̄)µ̄

(1� �)(µ̄� Cj)2
> 0

Therefore, lower costs for firm 1 (CS rather than CF ) will make firm 2
less likely to drill in the first period.
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The probability that agent i’s plot ever has drilling on it is:

(A55) �i + (1� �i)�jµ̄

Therefore in the case of µ = µ̄, a substitution-like e↵ect dominates.
Proximity to low-cost state land decreases the likelihood of drilling on high-
cost federal land.

Ambiguous e↵ects: Because proximity to state land increases the
likelihood of drilling on federal land when the signal is low but decreases it
when the signal is high, the overall e↵ect of proximity to state land depends
on the probabilities of the high and low signals.

In the federal-federal case, drilling can only happen in the high signal
state. The probability that a federal plot is drilled in the federal-federal case
is:

(A56) g(µ̄) · [�(CF ) + (1� �(CF ))�(CF )µ̄]

In the state-federal case, drilling may happen on federal land in both
the high and the low signal states. The probability that a federal plot is drilled
in the state-federal case is:

(A57) g(
¯
µ) ·

¯
µ+ g(µ̄) · [�(CS) + (1� �(CS))�(CF )µ̄]

Whether the term in line A56 or line A57 is larger depends on the value
of g(µ̄). If g(µ̄) is large such that line A56 is larger, a substitution-like e↵ect
will dominate. If g(µ̄) is small such that line A57 is larger, an e↵ect similar to
the total expected cost e↵ect will dominate.

A.5 Data and Data Construction

I take data from a number of sources:

• Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (WOGCC, http://
wogcc.state.wy.us/). This is the source of raw well data, well-level
production data, and data on first production.

• USGS cleaned WOGCC well-level data. Cited in the Works Cited as
Biewick (2011). Contains well data for up to 2010. I use this data be-
cause it determines drilling dates when the raw WOGCC well data is am-
biguous. Available online at http://certmapper.cr.usgs.gov/data/
wlci/spatial/shape/WYwells2010shapefile.zip. Documentation at
http://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/625/Documentation/wywells2010.htm
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• Bureau of Land Management: Source of federal surface and mineral
ownership data. Available online at http://www.blm.gov/wy/st/en/

resources/public_room/gis/datagis/state/state-own.html.

• State of Wyoming: Source of shapefile data on state mineral ownership.
Not available online.

• Energy Information Administration (http://www.eia.gov/). Provides
shapefiles of the boundaries of the Greater Green River Basin. Also
source of oil and gas field shapefile data referenced in footnote 4 that
give estimates of the fraction of oil and gas fields that are in federal
ownership.

• Wyoming Geospatial Hub. Source of public land survey shapefile of
township, ranges and sections. To download: http://gospatialhub.

org/geohubdata/data/location/sections24k.zip. Also the source of
data on municipalities, settlements, fences, crops, wetlands, irrigation,
mining, etc.

I match wells to section by using the reported township, range and
section in the well file. In some cases wells have horizontal segments where
the bottomhole section is di↵erent from the tophole. In those cases I use the
bottomhole location as the location of the well. This is because some places
have restrictions on surface drilling, such that the tophole is on a di↵erent
section than the section that the well is targeting. Drilling in the GGRB is
dominated by vertical wells.

I limit the analysis to sections that are in Wyoming and that are in the
Greater Green River Basin, where the Greater Green River Basin boundaries
are defined by the EIA as in figure A3
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Figure A3: Map of the Greater Green River basin, from the Energy Information Administration. Available online
at https://www.eia.gov/maps/images/field_maps/GGR_BOE.pdf
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A.6 Additional Empirical Results

This section contains additional empirical results.

A.6.1 Regression Version of Figure 6

Table A1 is a seemingly unrelated regression of the probabilities of drilling by
any year t, for t in 10 year increments from 1930 to 2010. It is the regression
analog of Figure 6.

A.6.2 Graphs of Coe�cients

Figures A4, A5, A6, and A7 contain graphs of coe�cient estimates that are
shown in the tables of the main paper.

A.6.3 Well-level Production Robustness

Tables A2 and A3 show that well-level production results in Table 8 are robust
to the length of time that initial production is measured.

A.6.4 Well Production Declines

Tables A4 and A5 show regressions examining how well production declines
di↵er by location of well. They are regressions where the dependent variable
is the log of one year percentage decline in production. These regressions find
that decline curves for wells on 16/36 sections are about the same as for wells
on sections 3 miles away from 16/36 sections. Declines are less steep for wells
on sections that 1 mile from 16/36 sections. This implies that there are not
faster rates of decline for wells that are on or close to 16/36 sections. That
being said, these regression results find that decline curves vary significantly,
with typically steeper decline on the sections that are

p
2 and

p
5 miles from

16/36 sections. Therefore this regression does not show evidence of common
pools.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
16/36 ⇡ 1 mile ⇡

p
2 miles ⇡ 2 miles ⇡

p
5 miles intercept joint non 16/36 16/36-

p
5

1930 0.002 -0.004 -0.005 -0.002 -0.003 0.018 0.213 0.177 0.000
(0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.009)

1940 0.005 -0.003 -0.005 0.001 0.000 0.018 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.009)

1950 0.005 -0.003 -0.006 0.001 0.001 0.023 0.094 0.256 0.055
(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.011)

1960 -0.002 0.004 -0.006 0.001 -0.005 0.054 0.330 0.221 0.230
(0.008) (0.006) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007) (0.018)

1970 0.015 0.017 0.002 0.007 0.012 0.078 0.053 0.031 0.060
(0.011) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.025)

1980 0.002 0.003 -0.009 -0.006 -0.005 0.133 0.312 0.308 0.215
(0.010) (0.010) (0.012) (0.011) (0.009) (0.031)

1990 -0.003 -0.014 -0.021 -0.021 -0.020 0.181 0.090 0.272 0.145
(0.012) (0.010) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.039)

2000 -0.006 -0.024 -0.027 -0.028 -0.025 0.216 0.002 0.194 0.007
(0.013) (0.010) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.042)

2010 0.016 -0.028 -0.028 -0.032 -0.026 0.249 0.002 0.074 0.017
(0.017) (0.011) (0.014) (0.012) (0.014) (0.045)

R squared: 0.064

Table A1: Seemingly unrelated regression of whether there is any drilling in a section by date T, for T=1930
to 2010, in 10 year increments. Sample size is 12,594 for each year. I use Conley standard errors with uniform
weights and a maximum correlation distance of 20 miles. Column 7 gives the p value for a joint test that the
coe�cients in columns 1-5 in a given year are all equal to zero. Column 8 gives the p value for a joint test that
the coe�cients in columns 2-5 are all equal to zero. Column 9 gives the p value for a joint test the the coe�cients
in columns 1-5 are all equal to each other. The test that the di↵erence between each coe�cient in 2010 versus
1960 is equal to zero is rejected with a p value of 2.6⇥ 10�6.
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Figure A4: Graphical from of regression coe�cients from column 2 of Table 6.
Graph shows coe�cient estimates for ↵ + �d for the first 5 columns (�16/36 to
�p

5 miles) and ↵ for the last column (3 miles). The 95% confidence intervals
are shown for each estimate of �d relative to ↵.
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Figure A5: Graphical from of regression coe�cients from column 6 of Table 6.
Graph shows coe�cient estimates for ↵ + �d for the first 5 columns (�16/36 to
�p

5 miles) and ↵ for the last column (3 miles). The 95% confidence intervals
are shown for each estimate of �d relative to ↵.
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Figure A6: Graphical from of regression coe�cients from column 2 of Table 7.
Graph shows coe�cient estimates for �d for the first 5 columns (�16/36 to �p

5

miles) relative to the average over the excluded category (3 miles). The 95%
confidence intervals are shown for each estimate of �d relative to the excluded
category.
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Figure A7: Graphical from of regression coe�cients from column 2 of Table
8. Graph shows coe�cient estimates for �d for the first 5 columns (�16/36 to
�p

5) relative to the average over the excluded category (3 miles). The 95%
confidence intervals are shown for each estimate of �d relative to the average
over the excluded group (⇡ 3 miles).
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BOE BOE Gas Gas Oil Oil

is 16/36 -0.48 -0.49 -0.61 -0.59 -0.21 -0.20
(0.30) (0.13) (0.33) (0.17) (0.28) (0.06)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.22 -0.17 -0.23 -0.18 -0.12 -0.10
(0.13) (0.07) (0.12) (0.04) (0.15) (0.05)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.16 -0.20 -0.20 -0.22 0.02 -0.14

(0.10) (0.07) (0.12) (0.04) (0.12) (0.07)

⇡ 2 miles away -0.26 -0.16 -0.19 -0.10 -0.12 -0.10
(0.15) (0.07) (0.14) (0.04) (0.17) (0.04)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.26 -0.21 -0.27 -0.18 -0.07 -0.12

(0.08) (0.05) (0.12) (0.05) (0.12) (0.06)

constant 10.83 12.53 7.83
(0.52) (0.56) (0.53)

township FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
R squared 0.00 0.51 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.49
p value joint test 0.21 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.86 0.00
p value non-16/36 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.39 0.04
Observations 7800 7800 7568 7568 7239 7239

Table A2: Regressions of log well-level production for the first 12 months of
production for wells drilled between 1978 and 2010. BOE refers to barrel-of-
oil equivalent production. The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for
16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p

value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,
p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal

to zero. I use Conley standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum
correlation distance of 20 miles.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BOE BOE Gas Gas Oil Oil

is 16/36 -0.45 -0.44 -0.59 -0.55 -0.21 -0.18
(0.30) (0.17) (0.33) (0.21) (0.27) (0.06)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.16 -0.10 -0.22 -0.13 -0.07 -0.06
(0.12) (0.10) (0.11) (0.07) (0.17) (0.08)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.16 -0.18 -0.24 -0.21 0.02 -0.13

(0.08) (0.09) (0.11) (0.05) (0.13) (0.08)

⇡ 2 miles away -0.21 -0.11 -0.17 -0.07 -0.10 -0.07
(0.15) (0.09) (0.13) (0.07) (0.18) (0.07)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.24 -0.19 -0.35 -0.19 -0.07 -0.13

(0.07) (0.07) (0.18) (0.06) (0.13) (0.08)

constant 11.51 13.24 8.43
(0.47) (0.49) (0.50)

township FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
R squared 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.51 0.00 0.48
p value joint test 0.30 0.01 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.05
p value non-16/36 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.28 0.05
Observations 7800 7800 7620 7620 7341 7341

Table A3: Regressions of log well-level production for the first 36 months of
production for wells drilled between 1978 and 2010. BOE refers to barrel-of-
oil equivalent production. The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for
16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p

value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,
p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal

to zero. I use Conley standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum
correlation distance of 20 miles.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BOE BOE Gas Gas Oil Oil

is 16/36 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.01
(0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07)

⇡ 1 mile away 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01
(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.03)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.07 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.06 -0.06

(0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.05) (0.07) (0.06)

⇡ 2 miles away 0.02 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 0.06 0.04
(0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05

(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.02)

constant -0.54 -0.52 -0.64
(0.08) (0.08) (0.07)

township FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
R squared 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.10
p value joint test 0.45 0.02 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00
p value non-16/36 0.45 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.01
Observations 7432 7432 7236 7236 6823 6823

Table A4: Regressions of log well decline, measured as the log(production in
year 2 - production in year 1) - log(production in year 1) For wells drilled
between 1978 and 2010. BOE refers to barrel-of-oil equivalent production.
The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, andp

5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p value is the test that the
coe�cients for 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to zero. I use Conley

standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of
20 miles.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BOE BOE Gas Gas Oil Oil

is 16/36 -0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.01) (0.05)

⇡ 1 mile away 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01
(0.01) (0.05) (.) (0.05) (0.01) (0.02)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.01 -0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02

(0.03) (0.06) (0.03) (0.05) (0.02) (0.02)

⇡ 2 miles away 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02
(0.02) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03)

⇡
p
5 miles away 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)

constant -0.39 -0.37 -0.43
(0.05) (0.06) (0.03)

township FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
R squared 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.07
p value joint test 0.07 0.15 0.00 0.72 0.11 0.57
p value non-16/36 0.07 0.03 0.45 0.69 0.11 0.24
Observations 6858 6858 6697 6697 6269 6269

Table A5: Regressions of log well decline, measured as the log(production in
year 3 - production in year 2) - log(production in year 2) For wells drilled
between 1978 and 2010. BOE refers to barrel-of-oil equivalent production.
The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, andp

5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p value is the test that the
coe�cients for 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to zero. I use Conley

standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of
20 miles.
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A.6.5 Number of Operating Firms

Table A6 examines whether there is evidence of companies being more het-
erogeneous in regions around 16/36 sections. It examines two types of section
neighborhoods. One neighborhood is the group of sections that are the 16/36
section and the adjacent sections (e.g., 1 mile away). The other neighborhood
is the group of sections that are the 13/33 section and the adjacent sections
(e.g., 1 mile away). For this regression, I use firm names as of 2010. I compute
for each group the total number of firms, the number of firms per well, and
whether there is more than one firm listed. I find that while 16/36 neighbor-
hoods have slightly more firms, more firms per well, and are more likely to have
more than one firm, the di↵erences do not appear to be either statistically nor
economically important, with percentage di↵erences less than 5% for each of
these three measures. Therefore this regression does not show that ownership
heterogeneity is likely to be significantly di↵erent. A significant drawback with
this approach is that the data only include information on the name of the
firm in 2010, not the name of the firm at the date the well was drilled. Because
ownership of a well may change over time, these metrics probably have some
measurement error.
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(1) (2) (3)
Total firms Firms per well More than one

16/36 neighborhood 0.118 0.013 0.016
(0.105) (0.020) (0.036)

constant 2.446 0.714 0.565
(0.286) (0.039) (0.049)

R squared 0.001 0.000 0.000
Observations 685 685 685

Table A6: Regressions of company name information on location. The unit
of observation is a collection of sections. There are two types of observations.
The first type is made up of a 16/36 section and all sections within 1 mile of
that section. The second type is made up of a 13/33 section and all sections
within 1 mile of the section. There are three dependent variables: First, the
total number of companies that appear in 2010. Second, the average number
of companies per well. Third, whether there is more than one company. I
use Conley standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation
distance of 20 miles, basing the distance o↵ of the location of either the 16/36
or the 13/33 sections.
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A.6.6 Examination of Roads

In this sub-subsection, I discuss evidence on roads. Oil and gas activity and
roads are likely correlated but it is di�cult to empirically determine why. On
the one hand, presence of roads decreases the costs of accessing a drilling site.
On the other hand, roads are often built as part of drilling operations. As the
data on roads is only ex-post (roads as of 2009), it is di�cult to determine
which way the causality goes.

In this sub-subsection I focus on ruling out one story that is a threat
to identification: If the instruments (16/36 sections and proximity to 16/36
sections) are correlated with road building which in turn a↵ected drilling pat-
terns, then the drilling results we see would be the result of roads rather than
instruments.

In this sub-subsection, I begin by describing the data on roads, includ-
ing the di↵erent categories of roads. Next I describe correlation of the instru-
ments with road presence. I find that roads are more likely on the sections ⇡ 3
miles from 16/36 sections, and that this pattern seems to be driven by county
roads. Then, to rule out the story that roads are driving drilling patterns, I
show that the drilling regressions are robust to controlling for roads. I also
show that in a matched pair analysis where I compare sections ⇡ 3 miles from
16/36 sections with those that are ⇡

p
5 miles from state land, that higher

presence of county roads on one section relative to the other is not correlated
with higher likelihood of drilling on one section relative to the other.

Descriptive evidence on roads: In examining roads, it is useful to
account for di↵erent categories of roads, as the reasons for building a major
highway are di↵ferent from the reasons for building a four-wheel drive road.
My road data uses road categorizations from the census:31 Category A2 of
roads refers to non-divided highways which are typically state highways. A3
refers to secondary and connecting roads, and in Wyoming are often local
county roads. A4 refers to local, neighborhood, and rural roads. Categories
A0, A5, A6, and A7 refer respectively to unclassified roads, vehicular trails
(e.g., four-wheel drive), roads with special characteristics, and roads not used
in public vehicular travel (like bike paths and private roads). In my analysis, I
lump A0, A5, A6, and A7 together. My sample does not include any A1 roads
(divided highways like interstate highways).

In the first and second panel of Figure A8, I map the section centroids
that have A2 and A3 roads. The figure show that A2 (state highways) and
A3 roads (county roads) are relatively sparse. In contrast the top panel of
Figure A9 shows that A4 roads are relatively widespread. To a lesser extent,

31This categorization is known as the Census Feature Class Codes (CFCC).
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Figure A8: Maps of section centroids with A2 and A3 road presence, respec-
tively.
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Figure A9: Maps of section centroids with A4 roads (top panel) and A0, A5,
A6, and/or A7 roads (bottom panel).
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Figure A10: Maps of section centroids with any road presence.

so are A0, A5, A6, and A7 roads (lower panel of Figure A9). Overall, the
vast majority (over 80%) of sections in the sample have at least some road, as
mapped in Figure A10.

Roads and the Instrument: Next I examine how road presence as
of 2010 is correlated with the instruments—16/36 sections and proximity to
16/36 sections. For each of these categories of roads, I run regression 3 where
the dependent variable is an indicator for the presence of that road type.
Regression results are in Table A7.

I find that overall road presence is correlated with the instruments
(column 5 of Table A7). In particular, I find that sections 3 miles from state
land (the excluded group) are the most likely type of sections to have a road.
When I examine each type of road individually, I find that the di↵erences seem
to be driven by A3 roads (county roads): Sections three miles from state land
are more likely to have A3 roads than any other type of section. In contrast,
for the other categories of roads (A2, A4, and A0/A5-A7 roads), I do not find
evidence that road presence is correlated with the instrument.

Similar results hold when I examine road distance. In Table A8, I
do comparable regressions where instead of using an indicator variable of road
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presence as the dependent variable, I instead use the MacKinnon-Magee trans-
form of distance, where the dependent variable is log(meters+

p
meters2 + 1).

There I find similar results. Overall, sections 3 miles from state land has longer
length of total road than other types of sections (column 5). Again, I find that
the e↵ect seems to be driven by the A3 roads (column 2).

Regression Results With Road Controls: I find that the various
drilling and production regressions still show the spillover patterns even after
controlling for roads. Table A9 is a table of wildcat regressions. The first
column does not control for roads and is identical to column 3 of Table 6. The
second through sixth columns control for various indicators of road types. I
find that while the coe�cients on roads are statistically significant, the coef-
ficients on the section location instruments (e.g., 16/36, ⇡ 1 mile away, etc.)
remain almost completely unchanged. Importantly, this holds for column 3
where I control for A3 roads (county roads) and column 6 where I control for
all roads.

Similar results hold in Table A10 where I examine overall drilling prob-
abilities. Column 1 is identical to column 7 Table 6. The remaining columns
control for di↵erent types of road presence. Again, I find that regression esti-
mates are very similar when controlling for various roads, including A3 roads
(column 3) and all roads (column 6).

Local spatial correlation of drilling and A3 roads: Finally, I show
evidence that there does not seem to be any local spatial correlation between
drilling and A3 roads. While I do find that sections 3 miles from state land
are both more likely to have drilling and to have A3 roads, a higher likelihood
of having an A3 road on a section ⇡ 3 miles away from state land relative to a
neighboring section ⇡

p
5 miles away is not correlated with higher likelihood

of drilling on a section ⇡ 3 miles away from state land relative to a neighboring
section ⇡

p
5 miles away.

To do this analysis, I construct a data set where an observation is a pair
of sections, where one section is ⇡ 3 miles away from the 16/36 section and
where the other is a neighboring section that is ⇡

p
5 miles from the closest

16/36 section.32 For this pair of sections, I construct an indicator variables for
whether the ⇡ 3 mile section has drilling, whether the ⇡

p
5 mile section has

drilling, whether the ⇡ 3 mile section has an A3 road, and whether the ⇡
p
5

mile section has an A3 road.
To examine the correlation in spatial patterns of drilling and A3 roads,

32More precisely, the data set consists of all 13/33 sections and their adjoining sections.
Because of the regular numbering pattern, 13/33 sections are about 3 miles from 16/36
sections and their neighboring sections are about

p
5 miles from 16/36 sections.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
A2 A3 A4 A0,A5-A7 any roads

is 16/36 -0.009 -0.058⇤⇤⇤ -0.022 -0.008 -0.023
(0.015) (0.016) (0.025) (0.021) (0.022)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.015 -0.054⇤⇤⇤ -0.021 -0.006 -0.026
(0.011) (0.016) (0.022) (0.013) (0.017)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.012 -0.050⇤⇤⇤ -0.023 -0.009 -0.030⇤⇤

(0.010) (0.011) (0.020) (0.015) (0.014)

⇡ 2 miles away -0.011 -0.046⇤⇤⇤ -0.025 -0.011 -0.034⇤⇤⇤

(0.008) (0.016) (0.017) (0.013) (0.011)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.009 -0.046⇤⇤⇤ -0.011 -0.004 -0.028⇤

(0.008) (0.010) (0.022) (0.015) (0.015)

constant 0.077⇤⇤⇤ 0.243⇤⇤⇤ 0.765⇤⇤⇤ 0.287⇤⇤⇤ 0.867⇤⇤⇤

(0.017) (0.028) (0.045) (0.025) (0.036)
R squared 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
p value joint significance 0.519 0.000 0.181 0.935 0.001
p value non-16/36 0.669 0.000 0.110 0.876 0.000
Observations 12549 12549 12549 12549 12549

Table A7: Regressions of whether there is a road of a given type on indicators
for various section types. Category A2 refers to non-divided highways which
are typically state highways. A3 refers to secondary and connecting roads, and
in Wyoming are often local county roads. A4 refers to local, neighborhood,
and rural roads. A0, A5, A6, and A7 refer respectively to unclassified roads,
vehicular trails (e.g., four-wheel drive), roads with special characteristics, and
roads not used in public vehicular travel (like bike paths and private roads).
The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, andp

5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p value is the test that the
coe�cients for 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to zero. I use Conley

standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of
20 miles.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
A2 A3 A4 A0,A5-A7 any roads

is 16/36 -0.063 -0.409⇤⇤⇤ -0.178 -0.052 -0.227
(0.118) (0.116) (0.201) (0.141) (0.195)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.116 -0.389⇤⇤⇤ -0.179 -0.039 -0.253⇤

(0.082) (0.108) (0.170) (0.081) (0.141)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.091 -0.371⇤⇤⇤ -0.174 -0.037 -0.259⇤⇤

(0.077) (0.080) (0.166) (0.094) (0.120)

⇡ 2 miles away -0.075 -0.325⇤⇤⇤ -0.221 -0.060 -0.314⇤⇤⇤

(0.065) (0.109) (0.140) (0.093) (0.101)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.065 -0.336⇤⇤⇤ -0.092 0.006 -0.235⇤

(0.065) (0.066) (0.173) (0.103) (0.128)

constant 0.585⇤⇤⇤ 1.843⇤⇤⇤ 6.223⇤⇤⇤ 2.013⇤⇤⇤ 7.277⇤⇤⇤

(0.128) (0.204) (0.387) (0.174) (0.327)
R squared 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
p value joint significance 0.052 0.000 0.572 0.889 0.006
p value non-16/36 0.548 0.000 0.437 0.796 0.003
Observations 12549 12549 12549 12549 12549

Table A8: Regressions of the McKinnon-Magee transform of road mileage
on indicators for various section types. Dependent variable is log(meters +p
meters2 + 1). Category A2 refers to non-divided highways which are typ-

ically state highways. A3 refers to secondary and connecting roads, and in
Wyoming are often local county roads. A4 refers to local, neighborhood, and
rural roads. A0, A5, A6, and A7 refer respectively to unclassified roads, ve-
hicular trails (e.g., four-wheel drive), roads with special characteristics, and
roads not used in public vehicular travel (like bike paths and private roads).
The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, andp

5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p value is the test that the
coe�cients for 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to zero. I use Conley

standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of
20 miles.
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Dependent variable: Any wildcat by 2010
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

is 16/36 0.029 0.029 0.030 0.030 0.029 0.030
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.004 -0.004 -0.003 -0.003 -0.004 -0.003
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.008 -0.008 -0.007 -0.007 -0.008 -0.007

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
⇡ 2 miles away -0.021 -0.021 -0.021 -0.021 -0.021 -0.020

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
⇡

p
5 miles away -0.010 -0.009 -0.009 -0.009 -0.009 -0.008

(0.009) (0.009) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.009)
A2 0.032

(0.015)
A3 0.020

(0.006)
A4 0.034

(0.006)
A0,A5-A7 0.024

(0.008)
Any road 0.047

(0.008)
physical chars. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R squared 0.108 0.108 0.108 0.110 0.109 0.110
p value joint test 0.007 0.007 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.010
p value non-16/36 0.007 0.006 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.011
Observations 12549 12549 12549 12549 12549 12549

Table A9: Regressions of the probability of a wildcat (exploratory) well drilled
on a section by 2010. The variables A2, A3, A4, “A0,A5-A7”, and “Any road”
are indicator variables for various types of roads. The first p value is the
test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are

all equal to zero. The second p value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to zero. Other physical characteristics

that are controlled for are township fixed e↵ects, mean elevation, elevation
range, whether elevation data was missing, presence of wetlands, and presence
of irrigated crops. I use Conley standard errors with a uniform weight and
maximum correlation distance of 20 miles.
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Dependent variable: Any drilling by 2010
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

is 16/36 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.016 0.015 0.016
(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.017) (0.017)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.031 -0.031 -0.029 -0.030 -0.031 -0.030
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.028 -0.028 -0.026 -0.027 -0.028 -0.026

(0.010) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
⇡ 2 miles away -0.031 -0.030 -0.029 -0.030 -0.030 -0.029

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
⇡

p
5 miles away -0.026 -0.026 -0.025 -0.025 -0.026 -0.024

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
A2 0.028

(0.019)
A3 0.039

(0.015)
A4 0.052

(0.014)
A0,A5-A7 0.031

(0.013)
Any road 0.065

(0.010)
physical chars. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R squared 0.351 0.352 0.352 0.353 0.352 0.354
p value joint test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
p value non-16/36 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000
Observations 12549 12549 12549 12549 12549 12549

Table A10: Regressions of the probability of any drilling on a section by 2010.
The variables A2, A3, A4, “A0,A5-A7”, and “Any road” are indicator variables
for various types of roads. The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for
16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are all equal to zero. The second p

value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,
p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to

zero. Other physical characteristics that are controlled for are township fixed
e↵ects, mean elevation, elevation range, whether elevation data was missing,
presence of wetlands, and presence of irrigated crops. I use Conley standard
errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of 20 miles.
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I examine the correlation between two di↵erences:

correlation[1(drilling in ⇡ 3 mile section)� 1(drilling in ⇡
p
5 mile section),

(A58)

1(A3 road in ⇡ 3 mile section)� 1(A3 road in ⇡
p
5 mile section)]

I also examine this correlation using a regression framework:

1(drilling in ⇡ 3 mile section)� 1(drilling in ⇡
p
5 mile section) =(A59)

↵ + � · [1(A3 road in ⇡ 3 mile section)� 1(A3 road in ⇡
p
5 mile section)] + "

Both the correlation framework and the regression framework are a
way to test whether higher A3 road presence on the ⇡ 3 mile section relative
to the ⇡

p
5 mile section is correlated with higher drilling presence on the

⇡ 3 mile section relative to the ⇡
p
5 mile section. If the two are positive

correlated, then that suggests causality in one direction or the other, or perhaps
a third factor that a↵ects both roads and drilling. However if the two are not
correlated, then this suggests that there is no causality in either direction.

I find almost no correlation. The correlation between the two variables
(the correlation given in Equation A58 is positive but very tiny—less than 1%.
In Table A11 I display the results of the regression specification where I allow
for spatial correlation of the error term. I find that the coe�cient � is tiny
and statistically insignificant.

This implies that the higher probability of A3 roads (county roads) on
sections 3 miles from state land is not driving the higher likelihood of drilling
on sections 3 miles from state land. Therefore this implies that higher drilling
probabilities on sections 3 miles from state land is driven by spillovers of state
land, and not by spatial patterns of roads.

A.6.7 16/36 Sections That Are Not In State Ownership

In the main paper, I find that a 16/36 section is only predicted to have 80% of it
owned by the state government. This suggests that there are potentially a sig-
nificant number of 16/36 sections with no state ownership. This also suggests
that in areas where few 16/36 sections were assigned to state ownership, that
the instrument is not strong. Therefore in this section I explore this feature
of the data. I show that most of the 16/36 sections with no state ownership
are in a small fraction of the GGRB located in the northwest where there is
very little oil and gas production. Next, I show that drilling and production
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(1)

di↵erence in A3 roads 0.005
(0.031)

constant 0.033
(0.011)

R squared 0.000
Observations 2820

Table A11: Regression estimate of equation A59. The dependent variable is
the di↵erence in drilling outcomes by 2010. I use Conley standard errors with
a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of 20 miles.

results are similar if we exclude this northwest area.
Where are the 16/36 sections that are not in state ownership?

In Figure A11, I graph the GPS coordinates of the centroids of all 16/36
sections in my sample, and circle the ones with no state mineral ownership.
The graph shows that most of these are in the northwest part of the sample.

To compare this northwest area with the rest of the GGRB, I categorize
a section as being part of this northwest GGRB if either (the latitude is greater
than 42.3 and the longitude is less than -110.45) or (latitude is greater than
longitude + 110.45 + 42.9). The graph of which sections fall into this area is
shown in Figure A12.

This northwest part of the GGRB is fairly mountainous and includes
two mountain ranges—the Salt River Range and the Wyoming Range. Due it
its mountainous nature, there is very little oil and gas in this area: Only 5%
of the sections in this region have had drilling by 2010 and only 0.5% report
production. In contrast, for the rest of the GGRB, 25% of sections have had
drilling by 2010 and 11% report production.

Excluding the northwest of the GGRB from the analysis: If
this northwest portion of the GGRB region is excluded from the analysis,
then regression results are very similar. Table A12 shows wildcat and ever-
drill regression results using the same specification as Table 6, but excluding
the northwest portion. Because the northwest GGRB has very little drilling
at all, excluding the northwest of the GGRB gives slightly higher expected
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Figure A11: A map of the centroids of all 16/36 sections. Circles around the
centroids indicate that the state owns none of the mineral rights within the
section. The middle band is excluded from the sample because it is the area
close to the transcontinental railroad, where the odd-numbered sections were
transferred to the Union Pacific Railroad.

wildcat and ever-drill probabilities for all section types. For example, in the
full sample column 1, expected probability of a wildcat well on a non-16/36 well
is 9.8% in the full sample but 10.6% in the sample that excludes the northwest
GGRB. However the overall pattern of coe�cients remains the same: Drilling
is most likely on 16/36 sections and sections 3 miles away. P value tests of
joint significance also are similar.

For regressions of section-level production, Table A13 uses the same
specification as Table 7 but excludes the northwest part of the GGRB. Both
point estimates as well as p values are similar. The one exception is the “oil”
specification with no township fixed e↵ects, where I find that the p values for
each of the joint tests are statistically significant.

For regressions of the first 24 months of production, Table A14 uses
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Figure A12: A map of the centroids of all sections in the sample. The centroids
that are in red are those which I categorize as being in the northwest part of the
GGRB. I exclude these sections in the robustness check regressions contained
in Tables A12, A13, and A14. The middle band is excluded from the sample
because it is the area close to the transcontinental railroad, where the odd-
numbered sections were transferred to the Union Pacific Railroad.

the same specification as 8 in the revised version of the paper except that it
excludes the northwest part of the GGRB. For these, the coe�cients and the
p values are similar.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
wildcat wildcat wildcat wildcat drill drill drill drill

is 16/36 0.045 0.035 0.033 0.028 0.047 0.019 0.017 0.016
(0.015) (0.013) (0.013) (0.021) (0.015) (0.019) (0.019) (0.022)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.003 -0.003 -0.006 -0.029 -0.032 -0.024
(0.009) (0.008) (0.008) (0.012) (0.011) (0.008)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.007 -0.006 -0.006 -0.027 -0.027 -0.023

(0.008) (0.007) (0.010) (0.015) (0.011) (0.016)
⇡ 2 miles away -0.023 -0.022 -0.019 -0.030 -0.031 -0.012

(0.009) (0.008) (0.013) (0.013) (0.009) (0.008)
⇡

p
5 miles away -0.010 -0.010 -0.010 -0.031 -0.029 -0.026

(0.011) (0.010) (0.015) (0.015) (0.010) (0.019)
constant 0.106 0.116 0.117 0.244 0.272 0.284

(0.012) (0.013) (0.012) (0.042) (0.049) (0.045)
physical chars. No No Yes No No No Yes No
R squared 0.001 0.002 0.107 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.346 0.001
p value joint test 0.006 0.014 0.122 0.002 0.000 0.009
p value non-16/36 0.045 0.011 0.472 0.073 0.003 0.004
Observations 11085 11085 11085 6863 11085 11085 11085 6863

Table A12: Excludes Northwest part of GGRB. Regressions of the probability of wildcat (exploratory) well on
a section by 2010 (columns 1-4) or that a section ever had a wildcat (exploratory) well by 2010 (columns 5-8).
The first p value is the test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are all equal to zero.

The second p value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,
p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away all equal to zero. Physical

characteristics that are controlled for in columns 3 and 6 are township fixed e↵ects, mean elevation, elevation
range, whether elevation data was missing, presence of wetlands, and presence of irrigated crops. Columns 5 and
8 are limited to the sample where the land ownership pattern has remained particularly strong. I use Conley
standard errors with a uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of 20 miles.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BOE BOE Gas Gas Oil Oil

is 16/36 -0.01 -0.04 0.04 0.01 0.00 -0.01
(0.17) (0.18) (0.19) (0.20) (0.15) (0.14)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.27 -0.31 -0.28 -0.32 -0.21 -0.23
(0.15) (0.14) (0.18) (0.17) (0.12) (0.12)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.21 -0.23 -0.22 -0.24 -0.15 -0.17

(0.16) (0.15) (0.18) (0.18) (0.12) (0.12)

⇡ 2 miles away -0.18 -0.22 -0.17 -0.22 -0.12 -0.14
(0.12) (0.13) (0.14) (0.15) (0.11) (0.11)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.27 -0.27 -0.28 -0.29 -0.17 -0.17

(0.16) (0.16) (0.19) (0.18) (0.14) (0.13)

constant 1.75 1.92 1.22
(0.48) (0.55) (0.36)

township FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
R squared 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.46
p value joint test 0.13 0.31 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.20
p value non-16/36 0.11 0.20 0.18 0.33 0.00 0.17
Observations 11085 11085 11085 11085 11085 11085

Table A13: Excludes Northwest part of GGRB. Regression table where depen-
dent variable is MacKinnon-Magee transform of total 1978-2010 production
for wells drilled between 1978 and 2010, aggregated to the section level. BOE
refers to barrel-of-oil equivalent production. The first p value is the test that
the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are all equal to

zero. The second p value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,
p
2, 2, andp

5 miles away all equal to zero. I use Conley standard errors with a uniform
weight and maximum correlation distance of 20 miles.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
BOE BOE Gas Gas Oil Oil

is 16/36 -0.48 -0.48 -0.61 -0.59 -0.23 -0.21
(0.30) (0.15) (0.33) (0.19) (0.27) (0.03)

⇡ 1 mile away -0.18 -0.12 -0.21 -0.15 -0.09 -0.08
(0.11) (0.09) (0.10) (0.05) (0.15) (0.07)

⇡
p
2 miles away -0.17 -0.20 -0.22 -0.22 0.01 -0.15

(0.08) (0.08) (0.10) (0.04) (0.13) (0.07)

⇡ 2 miles away -0.23 -0.13 -0.19 -0.09 -0.11 -0.08
(0.15) (0.08) (0.14) (0.05) (0.18) (0.06)

⇡
p
5 miles away -0.25 -0.20 -0.28 -0.18 -0.08 -0.13

(0.07) (0.06) (0.11) (0.05) (0.12) (0.07)

constant 11.29 13.01 8.24
(0.49) (0.52) (0.52)

township FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
R squared 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.49
p value joint test 0.25 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.15
p value non-16/36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.15
Observations 7788 7788 7576 7576 7312 7312

Table A14: Excludes Northwest part of GGRB. Regressions of log well-level
production for the first 24 months of production for wells drilled between 1978
and 2010. BOE refers to barrel-of-oil equivalent production. The first p value
is the test that the coe�cients for 16/36 and 1,

p
2, 2, and

p
5 miles away are

all equal to zero. The second p value is the test that the coe�cients for 1,
p
2,

2, and
p
5 miles away all equal to zero. I use Conley standard errors with a

uniform weight and maximum correlation distance of 20 miles.
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A.7 Geological Evidence on Common Pools

Finally, I present some additional evidence on common pools in the GGRB.
The GGRB is a relatively impermeable basin relative to spacing rules. Most
oil and gas fields in the GGRB are “tight”formations, consisting of relatively
impermeable rock, meaning that oil and gas cannot flow long distances un-
derground (Nelson, Ewald, Santus, and Trainor, 2009; DeJarnett, Lim, and
Calogero, 2002). In figure A13 I graph permeability from a number of wells
using figures taken from the 1979 and 1992 editions of the Wyoming Oil and
Gas Fields Symposium (Wyoming Geological Association, 1979, 1992). The
distribution of permeability in Figure A13 shows that permeability for most
wells ranges from 0.1 millidarcys to 100 millidarcys. This is in the low range of
permeability for conventional oil and gas fields (see for example Bear (1972),
page 136). This range of permeability leads to relatively small drainage areas
relative to default spacing units. For example, the Hogsback and the Bunker
Hill natural gas fields have estimated permeability at 94 and 26.5 milidarcys
and have estimated drainage areas of 37.3 and 39.3 acres, respectively.33 This
is significantly smaller than the default natural gas spacing unit size of 640
acres. As these permeability measures are on the high end of the permeability
distribution graphed in Figure A13, and as most fields in the GGRB are pre-
dominately natural gas, this suggests that common pools are unlikely to occur
in the region.

33This evidence is taken from geological evidence submitted by firms to request smaller
spacing units available on wogcc.state.wy.us.
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Figure A13: Geological estimates of permeability in reservoirs within fields in the Greater Green River Basin.
Excludes reservoirs that lie predominately under the transcontinental railroad checkerboard region. This plots
the average permeability if reported. If a maximum and minimum permeability is reported but not an average,
this charts the mean of the maximum and minimum. In some cases only a maximum permeability is reported
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